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Abstract
The problem of increasing the bearing capacity of a foundation is always an urgent one in today’s geotechnical construction. With significant
loads transferred to foundations, the use of traditional technologies is not always justified. There is often an urgent need to use non-standard
methods of strengthening the foundations. In many cases, the geotechnical situation is aggravated by the presence of weak underlying layers
with unstable physical and mechanical characteristics in the engineering-geological sections. When reinforcing such foundations with the help of
traditional piles, the latter can receive negative friction, which significantly reduces their bearing capacity on the ground, sometimes reaching zero
values. This can lead to additional precipitation of objects being erected and objects already erected in the zone of geotechnical influence. The use of
Electric Discharge Technology (EDT) piles in most cases successfully solves many complex geotechnical problems.
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Mini Review
Electric discharge technology possesses a number of
technical and technological advantages [1-29] and is widely used
in geotechnical practice for the installation of bored electric
discharge piles in pile fields, underpinning piles of basements and
foundations, fixing foundation bases, slopes, when installing dowels,
etc. Its technological advantage is the explosive transformation of
electrical energy into mechanical energy. In this case, the energy
density of electro-hydraulic shock reaches up to 150.0 J/m3 for a
very short time (fractions of microseconds). An electro-hydraulic
shock to the soil of the walls of a well hole filled with fine-grained
concrete corresponds to a static load on it of up to 200.0 kPa. As
a result of exposure to such high pressures and temperatures,
a cavity is formed in the soil due to gravity forces, which is filled
with fine-grained concrete. Thus, widening occurs at a specific
section along the height of the electric discharge pile. Hereinafter,
this widening will be called the “thrust bearing” [17-29]. Thus,

an additional support appears, statically working together with
the piles along the lower surface of the widening and increasing
its bearing capacity along the ground. In the first approximation,
the geometric parameters of the widening shape can be taken as
a sphere. Such sphere parameters, for example, as diameter d and
its height h, depend on the energy of the electrohydraulic shock,
porosity, moisture, and the type of treated soil. Widening diameter
d can be determined by the value of the maximum decrease in
the level of fine-grained concrete in the well hole, or by ‘escapes’
as geotechnical specialists say. It should be noted, of course, that
the values of ‘escapes’ vary significantly during electrohydraulic
processing (which is why, when installing electric discharge piles,
the level of fine-grained concrete should always be kept at the
level of the earth’s surface) and over time. ‘Escapes’ over time from
the beginning of pouring concreting to the beginning of concrete
hardening can range from several centimeters to several meters.
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First of all, such large depressions are related to specifics of the soil
as a porous material. These vertical movements of the fine-grained
Table 1: Brief description of technology.
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concrete are further increased by the electro-osmotic suction of the
cement milk into the soil structure (Table 1).

No.

Geotechnical Technology Based on Electric Discharge Technology
and JET Soil-Cement Pile Technology

Application Area Brief Description of Technology

1

Electric discharge technology for the installation of bored electric
discharge piles in pile fields.

This geotechnical technology is most effective for use in confined
conditions and under large external loads, as well as a reinforced pile
foundation of high-rise buildings and structures.

2

Electric discharge technology for installation of bored electric discharge
piles as a sheet pile wall of excavations shoring.

3

Fencing of slopes and banks of water bodies and rivers made from a
combined soil-concrete pile using electric discharge and JET technologies and a monolithic reinforced concrete retaining wall as a buried
reinforced concrete structure.

4

Installation of bored electric discharge piles as soil reinforced concrete
dowel pins to strengthen the landslide slope.

5

Installation of bored electric discharge piles as a pile foundation under
a monolithic reinforced concrete retaining wall.

6

Installation of electric discharge technology ground anchors, made by
electric discharge technology (electric discharge anchors) as buried
reinforced concrete structures jointly with a sheet pile wall.

7

Combined ground anchors, installed with utilization of electric discharge and JET technologies as buried reinforced concrete structures to
ensure stability of excavations walls and landslide slopes

It should be said that with maximum volumes of cement milk
suction into the soil pores, the bearing capacity of an electric
discharge technology pile would increase many times due to
involvement of the strength characteristics of soil mass such as
specific cohesion and the angle of internal friction in joint work
with a pile. This process is prevented by the fact that during
fine-grained concrete mixing and electro-hydraulic processing,
the former is magnetized, which contributes to the formation of
cement colloids. At the same time, their sizes are many times larger
than the soil pore sizes. Unfortunately, there is no technology yet
to prevent the cement milk from clumping. This is only possible
when demagnetizing the water bipoles in concrete. It is necessary
to pay attention to another aspect related to a possible increase in
the bearing capacity of the foundations reinforced with bored piles.
Among design engineers, the opinion is that the larger the diameter
of bored pile, the greater its bearing capacity on the ground. Yes,
this is correct. In our opinion however the criterion for assessing
the bearing capacity Fd on the ground should not be a pile diameter

This geotechnical technology of installation of bored electric discharge piles as a construct is a cantilever sheet pile wall. It mainly
serves to ensure stability of shallow excavations soil walls. Depending
on the number of electric discharge piles rows a wall can ensure stability of soil walls of excavations of different depths. As an option, this
technology can be employed as a support for the soil massif of small
landslide slopes and loaded slopes. To ensure redistribution of shear
loads, a monolithic reinforced concrete girth along the top of the piles
serves as a mandatory structural element.
Geotechnical technology of a combined soil-concrete pile using
electric discharge and JET technologies and a monolithic reinforced
concrete retaining wall as a ground water cutoff and a buffer stop of
the soil massif.

Geotechnical technology serves to strengthen landslide and loaded
slopes using bored electric discharge piles, which anchor the surface
of sliding triangle. It is often used in conjunction with a monolithic
reinforced concrete retaining wall with a foundation reinforced with
electric discharge piles.
Geotechnical technology is most optimally demanded as a buffer
stop of the soil massif against landslide slope or loaded slope. This
structure works as a cantilever reinforced concrete structure. For its
optimization it is possible to include one or several rows of electric
discharge ground anchors into the structural scheme.

Geotechnical technology with the use of electric discharge technology
ground anchors as part of a sheet pile wall is the most economical
in comparison with cantilever (non-unfastened) retaining walls. It
optimally matches for ensuring stability of excavations walls soil, as
well as landslide and loaded slopes.
Geotechnical technology with the use of electric discharge technology
ground anchors as part of a sheet pile wall is the most economical
in comparison with cantilever (non-unfastened) retaining walls. It
optimally matches for ensuring stability of excavations walls soil, as
well as landslide and loaded slopes.

and length, but ‘specific bearing capacity on the ground’, i.e. bearing
capacity of one cubic meter of a bored pile, as well as ‘specific design
load’, i.e. design load of one cubic meter of a bored pile. With this
approach, by analyzing calculations results for the bearing capacity
of electric discharge piles and bored piles of different diameters, it
can be concluded that with an increase in the diameter of the bored
piles, the specific bearing capacity decreases, approaching a certain
asymptote. At the same time, the most optimal in terms of specific
characteristics are “micropiles”, i.e. electric discharge piles made by
electric discharge technologies.
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